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Subject: re: Districts area maps
From: "Dwaine M. Noble" <
Date: Sun, 12 Jun 2011 14:30:02 -0700
To:
From what I have seen so far, I am not sure you have a clue, how to re-draw the maps. I
would not trust the data from the US Census.
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Subject: Gerrymandering
From: Patrick Flandreau <
Date: Sun, 12 Jun 2011 16:06:33 -0700 (PDT)
To:

This is a total fraudulent process. We need an objecƟve process to create fair districts. This should
be done by a soŌware package using an alogrythem, not manual gerrymandering with racial and
poliƟcal mandates. The current proposal favors the DNC, minority groups and the leŌ wing agenda
to arƟﬁcally create "minority" or "disenfranchised" districts. Your push for democracƟc districts
also creates a hosƟle environment for business and we'll conƟnue to see the exodus of jobs to
Texas and less hosƟle states.
Last business out of California, shut oﬀ the lights.
Patrick Flandreau MBA, PMP
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Subject: RedistricƟng public comment--Mendocino
From: Holly Rodgers <
Date: Sun, 12 Jun 2011 17:51:47 -0700
To: <
Dear commission,
I am respecƞully submiƫng my comments in an email, because the online form would not work in two diﬀerent
browsers.

I am shocked that the committee redrew congressional district lines that separates our long elected
representative from the district. It reduces representation of our vital north coast resources down to one! It
separates the wine counties which is one of the few economic viable industries in the North Coast.
My other concern is that the numbers provided, I assume, show population increases and decreases, however
NOT the total number of constituents. I would like to see how equitable representation is. It was quite
skewed that last time I reviewed demographics, giving some areas a representative for close to 50% fewer
people, thus an inequitable amount of power.
Please listen to the citizens, be transparent with representative numbers, and don't forget the needs of all the
citizens of this diverse state.
Sincerely,
Holly Rodgers
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